
HELLA 358052161 Driving Video Recorder
Capture 2.0 - ( DVR 2.0 )

Part Number - 358.052-161
MRP : INR 10999

Details
The HELLA Capture 2.0  Driving Video Recorder captures critical
details of every road incidents with bright and clear high definition
(HD) video images.

Full HD 1080P @ 30FPS and 130 Degree Wide Angle View
- Captures a wider view of the road with effectively reduced
blind spots for maximum visibility.
2.7" LCD Screen - Easy adjustment of options and video
playback.
G-Sensor - Automatic locking of video footage (protected
and not be overwritten) for event and emergency recording.
Built-in WiFi - With built-in WiFi, the HELLA Smart Capture
allows you to immediately transfer and playback the footage
on a smartphone wirelessly.
Smart Motion Detection - Recording starts when a moving
object is detected and stops when motion ends.
Loop-Recording - Automatically deletes old files to record
new ones.
GPS Module – The GPS module picks up GPS signals fast
and offers higher-quality signals and tracking. It tracks
location and vehicle speed while recording the journey.
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) - Activate
ADAS functions via GPS module. ADAS is a road safety
system that offers audio and visual alerts for Lane Departure
Warning System (LDWS) and Front Collision Warning
System (FCWS). ADAS detects road markings and provide
voice warnings to drivers when the vehicle strays from its
lane or at risk of an imminent crash.
Micro SD card  - Support Up to 128GB / Class 10.
Build-in Battery - comes with 240 mAh battery.
Sensor - OV2735
Lens - 4G + 1IR
FOV - 130
Aperture - F2.0 glass lens, this results in brighter and clearer
videos.
Supported Format - MP4 (H.264)
Package Include - Dash cam 2.0, Mini USB connector for
power supply, Suction mounting socket, 16gb memory card,
MicroSD card adapter and User manual.

Voltage : 5V

Warranty
  

Warranty Description:-
Warranty of 2 Years Available for
Camera and 6 Months for
Accessories.
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